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Richard D. Brown
Cited by Masons

His 'Splendid Service'
Rewarded as 400
Join in Ceremony

Stations of the Cross

Baptist Church

Mayor to Lay Stone for New City Hospital

Exercises at Queens Institution Will Be Held Tomorrow

Mayor Lefort will address the gathering of the public and members of the Queens Borough Board of Supervisors for the dedication ceremonies tomorrow at 11 a.m. for the new Pavilion, 28th St. and Grand Central Parkway. Jamaica.

Joining the Queens General Hospital Commission President Harvey of Queens, Commissioner Irving V. A. Hule.

Other speakers will include Col. Maurice E. Gilmore, superintendent of the Department of Public Works, and Public Works Commissioner Donald A. Eppich.

The new hospital will accommodate 550 in-patients.

The first floor will house social service rooms, a medical library and executive offices, while the second will contain laboratories, an operating room, radiography department and assembly hall and rooms for sunbathing.

The third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh floors, in which most of the construction requiring no light-reducing lamp treatments.
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